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the

Analytical Scientist



Who are the 100 most influential people in the analytical sciences? 

That’s the question we posed to ourselves – and then to you – over 

two months ago, ahead of open nominations and a painstaking 

judging process. Here, without further ado, we celebrate the answer.



the

Analytical Scientist

David McCalley
Professor, Bioanalytical Science

University of the West of England, Bristol, UK

Highlight: “While I have been fortunate 

in receiving research funding from industry 

(particularly pharmaceutical companies), I was very pleased to receive 

UK Research Council funding for an (ongoing) study of hydrophilic 

interaction liquid chromatography in 2012, against strong competition 

from projects in the traditional areas of organic, inorganic and  

physical chemistry.”

Research: Fundamental mechanisms and applications of  HPLC and 

GC especially in biomedical and pharmaceutical science.   

www.indiana.edu/~gmhlab

Chad Mirkin
Director, International Institute for 

Nanotechnology; George B. Rathmann 

Professor, Chemistry; Professor,  Chemical 

and Biological Engineering, Biomedical 

Engineering, Materials Science & Engineering, and Medicine.

Northwestern University, Illinois, USA

Research: Developing strategic and surface nano-optical methods for 

controlling the architecture of molecules and materials on a 1-100 nm scale.

sites.weinberg.northwestern.edu/mirkin-group

Luigi Mondello
Full Professor, Analytical Chemistry,  

School of Pharmacy,  

University of Messina, Italy

Research: Development of analytical methods 

for the characterization of complex samples.

www.sepsci.unime.it

Royce W. Murray
Kenan Professor, Chemistry

The University of North Carolina, USA

Research: Electrochemistry, molecular  

design, sensors.

www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/murray

Akira Nakamoto
President and Chief Executive Officer

Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan

Net sales: ¥264 billion ($2.67 billion, 2012)

Employees: 10,395

www.shimadzu.com

Michel Nielen
Project Manager, Professor, Special chair on 

Analytical Chemistry, RIKILT Wageningen 

UR (University & Research centre), The 

Netherlands

Research: Bioactivity-related detection and identification technologies 

for chemical contaminants in the food chain, ultimately leading to the 

identification of emerging unknown bioactive contaminants.

Milos Novotny
Distinguished Professor Emeritus, Lilly 

Chemistry Alumni Chair, Department  

of Chemistry, Indiana University 

Bloomington, USA

Research: Improving resolution of complex biological mixtures and 

identification of the separated compounds through techniques such 

as electrospray mass spectrometry (MS) and matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization MS. www.indiana.edu/~novweb

Ulrich Panne
President, BAM Federal Institute for Materials 

Research and Testing; Professor, Instrumental 

Analytical Chemistry, Humboldt University of 

Berlin, Germany

Highlight: “The establishment of the graduate School of Analytical 

Sciences, SALSA, in Berlin Adlershof, for a renaissance and renewal 

of analytical sciences. The vision that SALSA will be the place where 

students and scholars discover analytical sciences to answer their key 

scientific questions.”  

Research: Analytical chemistry with focus on spectro-chemical analysis. 

Jeanne E. Pemberton
Professor, Chemistry,  

The University of Arizona, USA

Research: Chemistry at interfaces in 

electrochemistry and electrochemical devices, 

chromatography, organized molecular assemblies, and environmental 

systems. www.chem.arizona.edu/faculty_profile/pemb

Colin Poole
Professor, Department of Chemistry

Wayne State University, Michigan, USA

Highlight: My contributions to the 

development of the solvation parameter 

model for method development in chromatography and as a tool for the 

estimation of environmental distribution and fate of industrial compounds.”

Research: Design of novel stationary phases; design and construction of 

small devices to be added to existing equipment to enhance analytical 

utility. www.chem.wayne.edu/faculty/poole
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